Successful nominations for past Broadcaster of the Year Awards:

- For his dedication and passion providing accurate, informative, and entertaining forecasts, for providing critical weather information under adverse conditions, and for his outstanding commitment to community service.

- For striving to keep weather reporting technology current by developing an innovative weather graphics system, and for informing his audience with clear, accurate, and down-to-earth reporting.

- For long term efforts in organizing extraordinary professional development activities and providing exemplary television weather broadcasts, demonstrating teamwork and collaboration with colleagues in the public, educational and private sectors of the NWA community.

- For life-saving service during the 4 May 2007 Greensburg, KS tornado outbreak and for sustained promotion of improved private/public service partnerships enhancing forecast and warning services in Kansas.

- For providing outstanding and timely weather information to the viewers and listeners, and for providing valuable life-saving information during the 22 September 2002 tornadoes.

- For over 20 years of outstanding weather broadcasting, building up the KLAS Weather Department including a neighborhood weather network of 112 stations, leading many charitable events, and for his great commitment to education delivering over 100 school presentations annually.